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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLEANING THE YEAGARUP HUT 

 

Use of the Yeagarup Hut requires that the facilities are to be left in a clean and tidy 

condition. Cleaning products, materials and tools are provided and are found in the 

locked Cleaning Room. Chemical products are in the lockable steel cabinet inside this 

room. The key to the cabinet is to be found hanging on the hook to the right of the 

cleaning room door. Please return the key to this position immediately after relocking 

the cabinet. Keep the cabinet locked at all times to minimise the opportunity for small 

children to access the cleaning chemicals. The door to the cleaning room should be 

kept locked as well. 

 

The following instructions outline what is required to ensure that Yeagarup Hut is left in a 

clean and tidy condition for the next visitor to enjoy. 

 

Hut Clean Up 

 

Kitchen Area 

 Wipe clean the kitchen benches and sink, paying particular attentions to spills 

and stains. 

 Sweep the entire floor area 

 Using the bucket and mop, mop the entire floor area (this will require more than 

one bucket of clean water) 

BBQ 

 Scrape excess oil/fat and food scraps from the BBQ plate 

 Clean the plate with the cleaning products provided and newspaper 

 Wipe the side shelves clean 

 Close the lid and replace the BBQ back into the Cleaning room (Do not cook 

inside the cleaning room) 

 Please advise if you have used the second gas bottle and/or the bottle is 

low/empty 

Sleeping area / storerooms 

 Using the cobweb brush, remove any cobwebs 

 Sweep the entire floor area of both sleeping areas 

 Using the bucket and mop, mop the entire floor area. 

Bathroom 

 Wipe clean the walls and floor of the shower recess including any soap or 

shampoo splashes on the walls 

 Remove all soaps & shampoos 

 Sweep the entire floor area 

 Using the bucket and mop, mop the entire floor area. 
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Toilets 

 Wipe toilet seats/lid/pedestal clean 

 Replace water in the toilet scrub buckets with clean water and add a lid of ‘toilet 

blue’ solution (only half fill the buckets) 

 Check toilet paper, there is more in the cleaning room storage cupboard. Please 

advise if the toilet rolls are running low. 

 Sweep the entire floor area (including the veranda) 

 Using the bucket and mop, mop the entire floor area. 

Hut surrounds 

 Ensure the surroundings of the hut are free from litter 

 Check for litter that may have been wind blown into surrounding bushland 

 If you have had a fire in the fire ring, ensure you have not left any partially burned 

litter, take it out and put it in your rubbish bag. 

 Please take all your rubbish with you. 

 

Cleaning materials provided 

 Spray and Wipe solution in spray bottle 

 Window cleaning solution (for shower) in spray bottle 

 Dishwashing liquid 

 Chux Cloth 

 Scourers 

 Newspaper 

 Metal scraper 

 BBQ cleaner 

 Cleaning buckets 

 Mop and Bucket 

 Disposable gloves 

 Brooms (2) 

 Rubbish Bags 

 ‘Blue’ toilet solution 

 Toilet Paper 

 

Also provided 

 BBQ & Gas Bottle 

 Spare Gas Bottle 

We trust you enjoyed your stay at Yeagarup Hut 

We would love to hear about your visit, so please provide your story, comments and 

feedback in the guest book provided. 
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